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Nurses
.Associations
only computer
is stolen
• Group may be without

a computerfor the rest of
the year
BY RHASHAD PITTMAN

Stalf Editor

•

A computer and a microwave
were stolen from the Student
Nurses Associations office sometime between Oct. 12 and DeL 15,
University Police said.
Detective Tony Grimel of the
UM-St. Louis Police Department
said there were no suspects in the
break-in.
The thefts may leave the organization and its nearly 4{) members without a computer for ' the
rest of the year. said Andrea
Bergholtz, the organization's
president.
"I doubt we'll get a new one,"
she said. '11's just not a secure
environment anymore. I doubt
we'll have anything of value in
there again."
Linda Sherman, a clinical
assistant professor in nursing and
the organization's faculty advisor;
said the computer is worth about .
$4,000 and contains important
information including budget data
and contact lists. Sherman said
she was not aware of any back-up
copies to the information stored
on the computer.
"We don't think it was anybody in the organization," she
said. "We really don't have any
idea who itis."
Bergholtz said the organization
received extra funding last spring
frOID the Smdent Association
Budget Committee to purchase
the computer.
"We don't know if we have to
budget for next year," she said.
"We really don't know what
we're going to do at this point." .
Bergholtz said members of the
organization volunteer at local
hospitals, participate in blood drives and help raise money for the
poor.
"Everything we do is for
gOod," she said. HThey're taking
away all the other things we
could've done for other people."

I. NDEX

The U.S. anti-terrorist coalition
against Osama bin Laden will not
eradicate global terrorism, an Israeli
official said in a speech Oct. 22.
Moshe Ram,' Consul General of
Israel to the Midwest, was in St.
Louis as part of a regular speaker
series on Israel, sponsored in part by
the UM-St. Louis Center for
International Studies. He addressed a
crowd of about 200 people at the
Jewish Community Center in St.
Louis County, relating Israel's dealings with terrorism.
Ram has been the Consul General
to the Midwest since August. Before
that, he served in the Israeli
Consulate in Los Angeles and opened
the first Israeli Consulate in China in
1994. He also served in the Israeli
Embassies of Nepal and the
Philippines. This was his first visit to
St. Louis.
"The situation in the Middle East
is complicated, and those looking for
a solution must understand it is very,
very difficult," Ram said. "Th.e battle
against terrorism is an endless confrontation with forces you don't
always see," he said.
But Osama bin Laden is not the
root of the problem. Ram said. "The
problem lies mainly with some of the
countries which harbor terror." He
included Syria, Iran, Saudi Arabia,
and even Egypt, calling into question
their effectiveness as part of the antiterrorist coalition that President Bush
is attempting to build. Israel has been
asked to be a silent partner in the
coalition, he said.
"Coalition building is important,"
Ram said. "However, when the chips
are down and someone should do the
dirty work, it won't be Syria and it

BV MAGGIE MATTHEWS
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Fraud and inequalities in the election process were . the topics of discussion at a Missouri election reform
committee hearing held Monday in
the Millennium Student Center.
Committee members Sen. Anita
Yeckel, R-l, and Sen. John Loudon,
R-7, heard testimony from US
Senator Christopher "Kit" Bond, RMo., Rep. William Lacy Clay, D-St.
Louis, and witnesses from St. Louis
about problems in Missouri's election process.
"Reform is imperative," Bond
said. "Fraud is real and it cannot be
ignored any longer," he said.
Bond said the number of registered voters in St. Louis is about to
exceed the number of people of eligible voting age in the city, citing that
approXimately 96% of St. Louis's
population are registered voters.
Clay's argument was about
ineqnalities in the election process.
He talked about extended voting
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tiines in Springfield, MO during ~e are a large number of elderly resiNovember 2000 election. Polls in dents in the area. and that they are
Springfield stayed open an additional easily intimidated or persuaded.
3 hours, while polls in St. Louis
Boyd went to tbe Board of
stayed open for an additional 45 min- Elections to get copies of the affiutes.
davits signed by residents so that he
Gay asked the reform committee could try to get the affidavits
to investigate the difference in reversed. While dealing with the
polling times. He wanted to know if Board of Elections he was charged
the committee was looking into the $200, when an alderman received the
case.
copies free of charge.
'1t became the policy of the day,"
Neither Yeckel or Loudon knew if
the case was being investigated.
said Boyd.
The reform committee's purpose
Jeffrey Boyd, a voting resident of
St. Louis City was also a witness at is to discuss ways in which the electhe hearing. He gave testimony about tion process can be improved to
inequalities he faced while working increase voter confidence. TIle comwith the St Louis Board of Elections. mittee focuses on ~'oter fraud, voter
Boyd approached the Board of registration, standardized yote count. Elections after residents iri his voting ing, and disclosure laws for contribudistrict were "tricked" into having . tions to state officials.
The hope of the committee and
their names taken off the voter registration list. He said that in some those that testified is that eventually
instances residents were told that the state can make changes in the
they were signing documents .for a election process that will provide fair
shopping mall. In other cases, large elections for all voters, which will in
men went door-to-door asking for the turn decrease voter apathy.
residents' .signatures. Boyd said there

"Make it easier to vote and tougher to cheat," said Senator
Christopher "Kit" Bond at an election reform hearing held
Monday.

SGA receives· proposed fee increase from departments

'
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Moshe Ram,
Consul General
of Israel to the
Midwest, was in
St. Louis as part
of a regular
speaker series
on Israel, spon·
. sored in part by
the UM·St.
Louis Center for
International
Studies.

Dead man voting: fraud discussed at reform hearing
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won't be Iran."
He said it is unreasonable to
exPect countries to fight terror when
they have traditionally harbored terrorists.
Ram recognized that the Sept. 11
attacks here have changed American
life. He reminded. the audience that
terror is something that Israel has
been experiencing for the past 100
years. He said that over 1,000 people
- Israelis and Palestinians - have lost
their lives to violence in Israel during
the past year.
Ram went on to blame' poor leadership on the part ofYasser Arafat for
the .ongoing violence in Israel.
Instead of going on with the peace
process, Ram said, "Arafat thought
by using terror, he could fulfill some
ofhis political purposes, and this was
exactly why he started a new wave of
violence."
Ram denounced the idea of a "circle of violence" in Israel in wruch
violence from one side leads to violence on the other.
"I say there is no circle of violence," Ram said. "There'is violence
from one side and what we should do
sometimes is retaliate."
Ram sees retaliation as part of the
duty of the Israeli government to
safeguard and secure the lives of the
Israeli citizens. Although Israel is a
democracy and cherishes human
rights he said the foremost goal is to
defend the people.
"If we know that anywhere there is
someone who is about to perpetrate an
act of terror, we would go after him. '
Ram said. "r don' t think we should
apologize for this policy. This is something the government should do."
The recent assassination of the
Israeli Minister of Tourism by a
Palestinian organization gave rise to

Joanne Bocci stood in front Of the
or so members of the Student
Govemrnent Association and gave
them two choices: Either they could
approve a Student Activities fee
increase 01 not, she said . .
"We won' t be ' offended either
4{)

way," said Bocci, the interim associate Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs. "All of the money will go to
student organizations."
Bocci said the Student Activities
fee increase from $2.50 per credit
hour to $3.00 per credit hour would
be used to fund new organizations
and help out current student groups ..
Bocci said 14 new student organizations are looking for recognition from
the University.
''There's been such an up-surge of
interest in student organizations," she
said
Bocci's fee increase presentation
at last 1Uesday's· SGA meeting was

part of a proposal by campus department heads to increase certain student
fees, which make up the Student
Facility, Student Aotivity Fee and
Health fee.
Currently the fees total $25.l8 per
credit hour.
The SGA Assembly will vote on
Nov. 20 whether or not to approve the
proposed increase to $27.22 per credit hour. The increase"would mean a
full-time student with 12 credit hours
would pay $326.64 each semester, an
increase of about $25.
The administrator of Student
Health Service.s Nancy Magnuson,
said the 44.7 percent health services

fee increase her department is asking
for will help with rising operation
costs and provide more services. The
increase, from $1.23 to $1.78, will
also fund a new FacilitatorfEducator
position to deal with alcohol and drug
abuse, she said.
If the proposed increase is
approved the University Center fee
will change from $9.65 to $10.26.
The $8.50 Athletic fee would become
$8.80 and the $2.65 Recreational
Facility fee would change to $2.73.
In other business:
*The Student Court announced a
student raffle starting today. The winner receives a free semester of park-

ing. Tickets are $1. For more information call 516-5104.
*SGA President Ryan Connor said
the Shell Space on the first floor of
the Millennium Student Center will
hold a sports bar and cafe, the office
of Multi-Cultural Relations, and be
used for storage. The Shell Space is
scheduled to open in January, Connor
said.
*Curt Conrad, now the acting vice
chancellor for Student Affairs, said he
plans to fill the positions of Director
of Admissions and The Registrar.
Conrad recently had taken over both
positions.
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Thursday 1

UMSL Basketball
The men's and women's basketball teams are
holding a preseason tip-off luncheon to allow the
general public to meet the players and coaches at
the Downtown Missouri Athletic Club at noon.

Wednesday 31
Crusade for Christ
Crusade for Christ is holding a Bible Study in
room 316 of the Millennium Student Center at
1:00 p.m.

Mercantile library
The Friends in Art exhibit chronicles the 40-year
friendship between Thomas Hart Benton, a preeminent American regionalist, and Lyle
Woodcock, Benton's friend and patron since the
1930s.1t is free and open to the pUblic. The exhibition will run from Oct 30 to Jan. IS during normal library hours. For more information call

Friday 2

~unday

A party will be held in the Nosh from noon to 3
p.m to celebrate the release of the Busta Rymes
MfV CD. A rnffle for a CD player and MTV
merchandise will be held.

Saturday 3

Physics Colloquium
Saiba! Mitra, a professor of the department of
physics and engineering at the University of
Tulsa, will speak on the "Grmvth and
Characterization of Thin Films of Novel
Materials," at 3 p.m. in Room 451 Benton Hall.
A coffee will be held at 2:30 p.m. in Room 516
of Benton Hall.

4

The Spanish Club is presenting a Dia de los
Muertos dinner in Century Room A at 5 pm.
Tickets are $5 and include
authentic Mexican
dinner and a performance by Flamingo dancers.
For more information call 516-6861.

an

Catholic Newman Center

Recreation Sports
A paintball game will be held from 9 am. to 4
p.m. A $10 payment includes shuttle, paintball
games and gear. For more information call 5165326.
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Distinguished Speaker
William F. Compton, president of TWA Airlines,
will speak on the effects of the terrorist attacks of
Sept. 11 all strategic management in the airline
industry. The 'peech will be held at 11 <Lm. in
Room 132 of the Social Sciences and Business
Building.
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The Catholic Newman Center is hosting Mass at
the South Campus Residence Hall starting at
8:30 p.m. All students are welcome to attend.
The hall is located across from the University
Meadows apartment complex and next to the
Optometry Building.
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THE CANIPUS CRINIELINE
October 22, 2001

October 19, 2001
At 11:53 a.m. a staff person reported
her purse containing credit cards
stolen from 912 Social Science Tower.
theft occurred between 11 :45 a.m .
12:05 p.m.

that
was
The
and

A student reported that his Fall 2001
Parking Permit was stolen on 10121/01 at
noon while his vehicle was parked in Lot
HE."

October 23, 2001
At 1:35 p.m. a student reported that his
Fall 2001 Parking Permit was stolen from
his vehicle while it was parked in Lot "E."

A staff member reported that his
Faculty/ Staff Parking Permit was stolen
from his vehicle sometime between 4:30

campus:
3.'38 Millennium Student C(!Iller

p.m. and 8:05 p.m. Tfle vehicle had been
parked on the first floor of parking garage
"N."

A student reported the theft of his Fall
2001 Parking Permit from his vehicle while
it was parked in Lot "E" on 10/23/01
between 12:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
A student reported that her fall 2001
Parking Permit was stolen from her vehicle
while it was parked in the Millennium
Student Center Parking Garage between
12:15 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. on 10/19/01.

Ihl1 1II:;i> {Ill /Il,II, \,
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October 24,2001
A counterfeit Fall Semester 2001 Student
Parking Permit was found on a parked vehicle in Lot "JJ" on South Campus. The permit was confiscated, and the Student
Affairs Office will be notified.

The Campus CrimeLine is (//i'f!c SCrt ice flrm'idet! hI' Ibe [" \/. \f I nul, Police /)4}(1/1I11t'/III0 /J1tJllw!l' .V.I/t'll
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Four speakers will present to the public more credible information than has been
disclosed in the past. The presenters will add knowledge about science, history,
education, and the intelliqence community. Our speakers are current published
authors, whose books will be available at this one day event. Please join us for the
beginning of a story '7haf must be told, "regardless of the 1947 National Security Act.

Press Conference

MCMA

U

ATIENDANCE REQUIRED
Recognized Student Organizations
Applying for Student Fees lor
2002-2003 Must Attend a:

Richard Dolan - UFO's and the National Security State
Harold E. Burt - Flying Saucers 101
Dr. Carol Rosin - The Future of Space and Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Stanton T. Friedman - Putting The Pieces Back Together Again
Special Speakers Panel
.November 3, 2001
JCPenney Auditorium
9:00 a.m. - 9:15 p.m .
..$1 0 per session
1.800.489.4UFO

MTV's First Listen
Presents:

Busta
Rhymes

Friday, NJv. 2
12:00

bwidaman@earthlink.net

636.946.1394

SABC Budget
Preparation Workshop
To request funds from the Student Activity Budget/Service
Fees Committee for the 2002-2003
fiscal year, your organization must have a
representative. attend one of the following
budget preparation training sessions:

Monday, November 12
Tuesday, November 13
Wednesday, November 14
Thursday, November 15
Friday, November 16

1 :30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The Nosh

Sponsored by:
Associated
Black
Collegians

'Si-gn up .in Student Activities
Room 366 Millennium Student Center by
Friday, November 9, 2001.

Questions or inquiries:
Call Chris in Student Activities at 516-5202
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New title reflects
libraries' growth

ttMy goals for the'
coming year
include increasing.
. student and faculty awareness of
library services,"
said Amy Arnott.
Her title was .
changed recently
to' tne Dean of
libraries.

• Amott's title changed to Dean of
Libraries at UM-St. Louis
BY FARIKA RUSLI

." ............ ........... , ........... , ................... .

Staff Wr·iter

UM-St. Louis Director of Libraries
Amy Arnott's title was changed
recently to the Dean of Libraries,
which she said reflects a trend among
acaderrlic libraries.
Howe:-,er there isn't any change in
her job responsibilities. As the dean of
Libraries, she runs the campus
libraries, participates in the statewideintegrated
library
consOitium,
MOBIUS, and ensures that the
libraries support the University's
instructional and research rrlission . .
"My goals for the coming year
include increasing student and faculty
awareness of library services, working
closely with the Mercantile Library on
development, as well as merging TImctions and collections," Amott said.
Pam Spreen, the administrative
associate of Libraries, said Arnott's
title was more accurate.
'1t is a trend that libraries are going
to where their heads are equal to the
colleague across the campus," Spreen
said.
Amott began her career at UM-St.
Louis as a student library assistant in
1978. A year later she became the
Reserve/Stacks supervisor. In 1999

Arnott was named Interim Associate
Director and then Interim Director of
Libraries in 2000.
Now after becoming the Dean of
Libraries, Amott adrrlitted that she is
still trying to flgure out how to best
divide her time after getting maiTied
this past June.
"I am active in community tlleater
and have directed a number of productions for local area high schools, as
well as many different theater
groups," she said. "The position
requires a good deal of time and attention beyond ' the traditional 4O-hour
week,"
When asked about what she
thought is the most important thing for
librarians she said, "A major challenge
for librarians in the 21 st century is to
successfully manage the 'hybrid
library," Amott said.
"We must fully support traditional
resources while integrating electronic
resources. We need to ensure that current and future generations of library
users will be able to access all of the
libraries' available resources. "
"I have known Mrs. Amott since I
came to the university and started
working here," Spreen said. " I think
she is a wonderful person to work for."

'Dear Alice' is sincerely October 'o ffers outrageous

silly, strangely se~al

silly to be believed, such as the one
written
by a reader complaining that
Senior \"(/riler
their cat took too much catnip and
If you are the type of person who now "he's statted wearing a
loves the sexual humor found in Rastafarian hat all the time, has a goamovies like "There's Something tee and dreadlocks, and he sleeps
About Mary" or the even more off- about twenty-two hours a day," Okay.
beat drug humor of
Ah, yes, the drug
Cheech and Chong,
jokes. 'Dear Alice" is
then you would probfull of them, as well as
ably enjoy Steven
profanity, and while
Ryniak's "Dear Alice:
they are funny when
Rejected Letters to
used sporadically, they
- ~dvice Columnists
get really old after
from
Completely
awhile. The book is
Insane Idiots." But, if
like a fifth-grader who
has [mally learned
you have the sense of
humor that can only
what those words mean
and now uses them just
handle those types of
jokes for no longer
to annoy people.
Ryniack also makes
than ten minutes, then
some pop-culture referyou may find "Dear
ences, in his 'letters' on
Alice" about 100 1.~~."'_!!11111
"Star
Wars,"
pages too long.
''Dear Alice" is a book of letters 'Dungeons and Dragons," and fantathat were supposedly "compiled from sy novels. Some of them are pretty
over 2,000 different advice column funny to'fans, but not too many peorejection piles from more than 60.000 . ple all the outside would get them. He
newspapers worldwide." In reality, also takes such zings on pagan relihowever, they are fictional. Far be gions, animal lovers, scientists, and
they from the hard-luck stories found people with mental illnesses. Not too
in "Dear Abby" or "Ann Landers" many people are safe from ridicule in
about divorce, reconciliation, abuse, this book.
While "Dear Alice" may amuse
and other personal matters.
Instead, these letters could be 'WTIt- , some people and offend others, it is
ten by guests of 'The Jerry Springer mostly ~ book that is a simple. diver- .
Show," Most of the letters arejust too . sion and easily forgettable.
BY SARA PORTER
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and outings

BY CHARLIE BAILEY

Senior \'(friter

Fall is the time of the year when the

trees become lifeless, the wind screams
in your ears, and night seems to last forever. But in this season' we celebrate
some of the most enjoyable and creative pastimes of the year. One of the
most celebrated months of fall is
October and in tlus month one particular day, Oct 31, Halloween.
Halloween is the ne day of the year
where it is atceptab1e to become someone au are n t The idea of lumging
skeletons from y OJ; trees and placing
fake corpses in your ard is deemed
customary. And because Halloween is
such a libeml holiday, scaring someone
or being scared is- traditional.
This ageless holiday has many
perks. such as haunted houses.
Missourians have the pleasure of hosting a plethora of them. From the Lemp
Mansibn in Soulard to the "Fright Fest"
at Six Flags, dle art of a good scar-e is in
fulleffecL
This form of entertainment is one of
the most popular and profitable varieties of leisure in the month of October,
and especially around Halloween.
Although a good scare is good for spirit during October, one of the most pleasurable experiences that people get is to
become someone they <Ire not The art
of disguise is mast.el·ed on Hallov.-een.
One of the most fashionable costumes

this year is not a character from a
film, but is patriotic attire, said
Melanie Houser of Jobrmy
Brach's costume sales. "I
am seeing people of all
ages passing on the
usual costumes, to
get something that
the
represents
United States,"
she said.
Although a
patriotic feeling i.
going through
the minds of
m any, mo t
have
not
abandoned
the idea of
dressing to
disgust "My
boyfriend
going
as
Hannibal, complete
with brains for a main
course: ' said UM-St Louis
junior Kathryn Dunlap.
One of the most traditional
requests on Halloween is the party.
Many organizations and nightclubs
are offering some type of Halloween
gathering. One area that celebrates
Halloween in more of a traditional setting is Soulard. Because Soulard is
similar to the French Quarter in New
Orleans, Loui~iana, they both celebrate
the day of the dead the same - all out

EMILV UMBRIGHT
.. ... ,

Features Editor
phone: 516-5174

Although Halloween is only one
day, the idea of doing things such as
dressing up in some unfamiliar garb or
scaring 'someone to death is a unique
concept.

fax: 516-6811

Education major speaks about Peace
Corps teaching experiences overseas

Coming soon...

The Hannons started the process
by applying to the Peace Corps in
1997 and were accepted shortly after
Special to (he Current
that To make sme they stayed togethIn the fall of 1998, UM-St. Louis er, Luke and Lisa were married in July
student Lisa Hannon found herself 1998.
intentionally living among red poison
"We quickly had to get out tile
centipedes, hairy wolf spiders, slugs. atla;;," Harmon said, laughing. "We
crab spiders, cave toads, bats, geckos didn't know where tlle Solomon
and green tree frogs. In addition to the Islands were."
The Solomon Islands are a group
array of exotic wildlife, Harmon
resided in a bamboo house, cooked of 992 isolated islands located in the
with propane in an open-air thatched South Pacific Ocean, slightly northroof kitchen. washed her clothes in a east of Australia. Today, the country
river by hand, and used a toilet she is a member of the British
described as a "glorifie-d pit." All this Commonwealth.
The
Solomon
Harmon experienced on the Solomon l~lands are known for their exquisite
dive sites and untouched natural beauIslands, courtesy of the Peace Corps.
Harmon, 26, who is attending UM- ty. However, the Solomon Islands
St Louis to earn her teaclring certifi- lack an up-to-date school system, and
cate, spent nearly tviO years teaching that need fits the Peace Corps' misas a Peace Corps volunteer on the sion.
Solomon Islatlds. Hannon grew up in
The Peace Corps is a volunteer
the rural northwest Missouri farming orgarlization dedicated to fighting
community of Hopkins and later hunger, disease. poverty and the lack
attended Drake Uniyersity in Iowa to . of opportunity worldwide. The pro~
study biology.
gram was the 'brainchild' of President
In her freshman year at Drdke, a John F. Kennedy, who realized the
Peace Cmps recruiter visited the cam- potential to mobilize American experpus and explained the organization. tise to fight the problems of the world.
Hannon was hooked.
Since 1961, more than 163,000
"1 want to do that," Harmon Americans have answered President
remembered. "I started structuring my Kennedy's challenge, serving in over
.whole time at Drake for doing some- 135 countries around the globe .
tiling like the Peace Corps."
The Harmons spent more than two
However, Harmon had another months training before taking on their
person to consider-future husband assignment~ on the Solomon Islands.
Luke Harmon. .
After a nearly 40-hour flight, they
"I think he wanted to do this just as arrived in HOIuara, the capital of the
much as me," Hannon said.
Solomons, and then on to Santa Isabel
BY PATRICA K LEIN

Maggie Matthews! The Clln-elll

Art students Abril Borrego and Luke Schulte
spoke at the SGA meeting on Tuesday about the
Pilot House. They encouraged student organizations to submit artwork that will be d~splayed in
. a mural in the Pi~(jt House. Organizations and
students can pick up applications at the customer
service desk in the University Bookstore. .
The Pi!ot HoUSe wit! be a new dining alterna-

EDITOR

live for students and staff. It is scheduled to open
in January 2002 and will be located on the first
floor of the Millennium Student Center,
Borrego and Schulte also announced that a
student art gallery will open in January. 1 he
name is yet to be determined, but the location
will also be on the first floor of the Millennium
Student Center.

Island, their final destination.
Once they arrived on Santa Isabel
Island, the Harmons were assigned to
teach high school level science at Sir
Dudley Tuti College, a boarding
school run by the Anglican Church. In
their first year, Harmon taught the
equivalent of grades seven, eight, and

nine.
She discovered that Sir Dudley
Tuti College had one of the betterequipped science labs on the Solomon
Islands. However, it still lacked the
equipment found in an American high
school science lab. Hannon used a little 'Anlerican ingenuity' to deal with
this prbblem.
The Peace Corps allows volunteers
to ship 20 pounds of books to their
designated sites. Before leaving for
the Solomons, Hannon went back to
her high school in Hopkins, obtailled
out-of-date textbooks, and shipped
them to the island. In addition, she
persuaded a Missouri dentist to send
toothbrushes for a section on dental
care and Planne-d Parenthood to send
information on teen sex education.
However, Santa Isabel Island itself
proved to be the best science lab available to the students. There she taught
conservation and ecology.
"We were located right in the center of a rain fores!," Harmon
explained. "We used things right in
the environment."
Harmon leamed that some items
that are grounds for expUlsion in
see EDUCATION, page 8
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This Halloween mask your fears
Halloween, the season that
officiallv marks the transition
from the somewhat balmy
weather of fall to the grim reality of a St. Louis autumn. As
this change approached us, a
feeling of confusion has begun
to set into the minds of many.In
light of the terrorists attacks that
have scarred our nation 's soil,
many have felt that celebration
is in bad taste.
. However. we at The CWTent
disagree. It' is not healthy nor
fair to condenm those who wish
to mask their fears of the ten'orists.
Where is the harm in a rela.xation? While reflection is a
wonderful way to reconcile
emotions, and indeed is a
healthy means by which to deal
with tragedy, there is something
to be said of 'cutting loose.'
For many, w~aring a silly
costume and taking on a separate persona is a way of shielding ourselves from the real
world. On what other day
would it be acceptable to don a
plastic knife and pum£>kin head
and scream at little children?
Although this may sound

extremely trivial to most, to
many this is a way of escape. It
is these trivial things that seem
to soothe even the most highstrung individuals.
Right now, our very persons
have been violently shaken, and
we are becoming more and
more disconnected with every
passin u day. As the harsh realities 0 war begin to set in, a
feeling of helplessness and
shame begins to take us all
over. and we hide. This is not
the answer.
Enjoy one of the last tfuly
American holidays. Granted,
the essence of October 31 may
be lost to most, but the tradition
of tr~ck or treating and pumpkin
CarvlIlg and candy com should
not die, indeed these are our
own things. We shouldn't let
feelings of anxiety and weariness take us over. The bombings may have stopped us for an
instant but our live shall not be
put on indefinite hold.
We suggest that, especially
in the face of the September 11
tragedies, Americans show
therr resilience and celebrate
All Hollows Eve.

With the Halloween holiday
among us, many people will
still. be in a. less-than-festive
mood due to the military
mode that so many of our
goveming offidals have now
shifted into. Celebration has
been looked at as unpatriotic
and as an insult to those
affected by the terrorists

r

attacks.

Wesutl. .~
All people should use this
Halloween as a way to forget
about the current state of
the world, albeit for just a
few hours, and relax. Many
of our colleagues are very
fatigued, and are showing
signs of wear.

So what

_<_"~'1

Tell us what you thi nk! Drop
us a line at the office, 388

MSC or online at:
thecurrentonline .com

GUEST COMMENTARY

Memories of Hallovveen past,
trick or treat in college t oo

E DITORIAL
BOARD
NIC K B OWMAN
STEVE VALKO

EMILV UMBRIGHT
DE L vLE ROBBI N S

~ "Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

LEIIERS

(U-WIRE) BOSTON - TIle days
are getting shorter, the leaves are
changing colors and rve already lost
interest in all my classes. That can only
mean it's October.
l' love October. because to me it's
synonymous with my favorite nonpresent-based, non-feast-based holiday: Halloween. What can I say.
Presents and feasts kick ass. but
Halloween kicks ass too. That's why.
despite all my friend. . fmnily ,md
social instincts telling me not to - I
plan on going trick-or-treating lhi'
year.
You remember trick-oT-treating.
don't you'/ TIle bllsk night air. The costumes. The thrill of running around
after dark with your friends. The thrill
of getting chased by bigger kids with
shaving cream cans. The thrill of
growing up, being rich and famous
and seeing tho e ame shaving crean1
kids offt.'r you' a shoe shine at a bus
stop. All of these thrills made
Halloween fWI. But they simply can't
'
hold a candle to the candy.
Candy is delicious. No one's going
to argue that with me. The only hassle
about candy is having to pay for it. If
only there was some way to get candy
for free. Oh, why can't there be some
way - oh wait, there is. It's called
trick-or-treating. I think all you
naysayers who scoff at me for wanting
to go trick-or-treating this year should
pause for a moment and renect on that
concept Free candy. Is there ever an
age where you outgrow free candy?
Maybe when you're 70 -- maybe not. I
rest my case.
That said, yoW' senior year of col-

lege is probably the last time you can
go trick-or-treating without it being
just p Jnin afl That's why I have to go
this year. Before I came to college, I
had never missed a year of nick-orw~.ating. E en the year when the only
person '; ho would go with me was my
one Jame friend. No. really, she was
lame. She had broken her ankle getting
otT the school bus. But \ e till \ ent
trick r-treating, with me pulling her
around the neighborhood in a wagon. I
was dressed as an apple 'lier ~md she
w, ' an apple.
H wever. when I came to llege.. I
found peopl 's priorities had ruUlged.
o olle seemed to want to go trick- rtreating. So I did
mething I will
regre t for the rest of my life : I skipped
a year. I didn't go. The world that night
was divided into the free-candyful and
the free-candyle ' , and I belonged to
the latter. The next year however. I
was able to rally a group of my friends
to go. Even I was amazed by the
response we got as we made our way
through OUT Brookline neighborhood.
Only one person aid, "Aren't you a little old for this?" The lady at the fIrst
house we went to even said she hoped
her children were still trick-or-treating
when they were OUT age. It was a great
time, until my friends s.tarted setting .
themselves on fire on people's lawns.
You see, trick-or-treating is too
often confused in people's minds with
vandalism. TIle popular opinion goes
that once you reach a certain age, you
graduate from getting candy to knocking owr n'ash cans, pouring liquid
latex in car locks and holding up old
people for their OxyContin. But

where's the fun in that? Any night of
the year you can put toilet paper in
someone's tree. But I defy you toling
someone's doorbell in June and ask
him or ber for candy. They just won't
give it to you -- even if you're wearing
a hockey mask -- especially if you're
\ eruing a hockey mask.
'This is wby Halloween is special
and sacred and tllat'S why I have to go.
Sure, you'll find some religi olls types
saying that it' immoral to dress up as
demons and witches. but it' untrue.
The real mOllSteL of Halloween are
the people who gi e ont pennies, or
bag of popcom, or. god fmbid, Mary
J all . Tho
people are sick. And
d n't e en get me truted on the people
who ttun ont tl eir lights and pretend to
not be home, Who do yOLl think you're
fooling . If I were the egging type,
you'd be the first Hgainst the wall.
Hey. doesn't all this talk of eggings
amI disgLlstin l1 • \~Iguely pemlUt-based
candy mak-e you long for your own
bygone days of nick-or-treating? Then
indulge that feelingl Trick-or-treat this
year. What's the WQrst that can happen? OK there's a lot that could go
wror.lg - from gelting ill1'es ted to gett:ing hit by a car to public humiliation
in tiDo t of everyone you hold dear. But
isn't it worth it for free ca.ndy? No?
Well. more for me then. I may look
lidiculous come Halloween night, but
I'll have a sack full of smiles. And
another sack full of candy. Mwa-haha'

-Justin Aclin, Editor

The Daily Free Press
Boston University
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8001 Natural Bridge Road
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Letters to the editor should be
brief and those not exceeding
200 words will be given preference. We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All letters
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daytime phone number.
Students should also include
their student 10 number.

How do you feel about the
topics we've written about?

• Trick or Treat?
• Realizations in your life
• Machismo in society

You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Submit a Letter t~ the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums
at thecurrentonline.com
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Have you ever had an epiphany, leness of the temale. I had met a lady
the type of 'eureka' moment that on the second night of our retreat, and
spreads the horizons of your compre- after a few drinks we had become
hension further than ever before?
quite friendly. After the last bar turned
Remember back to your first steps. out tlle lights, it was time to go home.
As a child, a lack of mobility was a The idea arose tllat perhaps we .should
great hindrance. The cookie jar was share a bed. rather than wake up our
always five stumbles and two feet too long-lost colleagues in travel, but
far away. Stretching and falling, you being the gentleman, I declined,
continued to claim your prize, until tabling the offer for another day. We
one time, you just walked. Walked and exchanged phone numbers, and I was
grabbed the cookies. And that was an off on my merry way. The next day, I
ran into the sanle Jemale in the conepiphany.
Over this past week, I spent the bet- vention hotel, and we picked up our
ter half of four days in the 'Big Easy' conversation seamlessly. Plans were
attending a seminar for collegiate joW'- made to meet up later that night, as
tllat was our last night
nalists. My staff and I,
in town, and again \'{e
albeit separate, attendhal ted the relationship
ed amultitude of semifor a later time. We did
nars about proper writmeet later that evening,
ing technique and
only to fmd another
design protocol and so
man for this lady to
on. Although these
form with, and that
professional vignettes
. were helpful and
was the end of that. I
did exact revenge, ·
insightful, the real
however, as, being the
learning, I feel, took
man, I camed with me
place outside.
her belonging, includr spent most of my
ing a cellular phone
down
on
nights
NICK BOWMAN
Bourbon Street reflect- .... ....... ... ... .... .. ,......... ....... .
and wallet, which I
Editor-il1-Cb(e!
ing. whether it be over
misplaced later that
night in the calvacade
a tall draft, a long
walk, or a short female. Unlike most, r of bars and clubs that I did attend.
TIrirdly. I realized that some people
use travel as a classroom. A new setting allows for new thoughts and that you tend to push away can be
hopefully new revelations, and this your greatest assets. After the aforeadventure did not lack in those mentionerl incident, I really could
have used a suppon base, but having
aspects.
For starters, I learned the art of the alienated myself from the group, I
seamster, those characters that seem to brought upon myself a newfound misknow their way around every alley, . ery and feeling of emptiness. Luckily,
street and bouncer in the dishict. most things can be salvaged. and even
'Personality-Plus ' , as some refer to, the best leaders and managers do so by
can get you many things. Style can be exanlple and inclusion, with a touch of
a great tool, but like a balloon, there humility.
I gained a better \vorking knowlhas to be something more to it; there
has to be some substance.
edge of the world, and that is the greatI also learned, as most of us have est classroom lesson I could ever
learned time and time before, the fick- learn.

_

""at.t.heWS

A couple of years ago, my best backed up tum construction, which
friend Joe and I were driving in West means you ha e to go the speed limit.
County. He drove in the left lane of a tEye.n wo:rse. the speed .l imit in contwo-I~me road. We passed a sign that
SQ11ctlon zone" is only 45 lvWH). But
said tlIat drivers in the left hand lane after the constmction, the highway
would have to turn left, which was a opens up into il:wee lanes. The speed
problem since we wanted to go limit is b..1C'k to 60, and ali is " e.n 'in
sh·aight. My friend put on his blinker this worJd.
to Ulm right. The car in the right hand
I try to hold my dri ving to a few
lane sped up and didn't allow us to get simple rules. I rcry not to go e~ceed the
in front of him, much to Joe's chagrin. . speed lirnit by tl\e miles per hour. I'm . ,I ,
I remember telling Joe I would have always looking ill 111)" minors for
done the same thing as the other dri- cops.
ver. Joe asked why.
My best friend Joe has helped me
I rubbed my fingers together calm down since my younger days by
and said one word, "Machismo."
helping m e watch my speed when driEver since I got my dJ.i ver's ving tlle streets . ''There are cops
license seven years
everywhere",
he
always tells me. It' s
ago, I have driven
with a purpose: To
now gotten to the
get to my destination
point that his reminder
as quickly as possible.
haunts me even when
And one of the
I'm not driving with
him.
biggest problems that
I encounter is drivers
There
is
one
trying to cut inJront of
sotm:e of Kryptonite
me.
that combats my
Why do I
Supemlan persona
dislike people cutting
while driving, my
Mother. Ever since
:in front of me? That
question belongs right
she took me out for
up there with why
my 'first driving lesson, 'she has always
does your nose run
STEVE VALKO
..... ...
. .-,
been
a "Nervous
and feet smell. 1 just
Managing Editor
take it as an insult
Nellie" . We drove
when people cut :in front of me. down Creve Coeur Mill Road, and she
There's something that happens to me was afraid I was going to run into the
when I get in my car. I feel tough. cars going the other way. I remember
Brash. Cocky. I get a power kick ber doing tlus with any car that passed.
behind the wheel, and no one is going On those rare occasions that I drive
to ruin my fun. You want to get in her these days, she always reminds me
front of me? Well there's plenty of of the finer points of driving (for
room behind me, buddy.
instance, two hands o~ the wheel, go
One of the things that is pure joy is the speed limit, eyes on the road). But
finding a stretch of highway where the she's my Mom, and it's tenific that
speed limit increases.
Going she's concerned for my well being.
Westbound on 70 is a trip to the denSo if I pass you on the highway, •
. tist's office, especially around the air- don' t be mad. I'm just on a binge of
port. The traffic is always seems Machismo.

'.

~Ii
Kelly Stokes
Junior / Computer
Engineering

Paul Owens
Sophomore / History

----,,---

----,,---

I'm probably going to dress up
for the student activities
pumpkin contest.

I don't have any.

----,,---

----"

--'--

.

The 'Machismo'
factor in us all

!"

,e
by I\II a 99h tographer
staffp 0

I

Jane Hughes
Junior / ELementary Education

Chris Cyr
Senior / Accounting

----,,--It's my brother's birthday, so I
don't really get to do anything.
,.......;.-...:.--

" ----

I'm going to hand out candy
to the neighborhood kids sO
they don't egg my house.
~---,,----

i

j
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· Women's soccer earns no. 3 seed in GLVe post-season
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

StajJEditOT
The Riverwomen's soccer team
defeated BellaI111ine University 3-0 in
the last Great . Lakes Valley
Conference game of the regular seaSOil for UM-St. Louis.
In the contest, the Riverwomen
struck first at the 39:59 mark when
Lindsey Siemens scored unassisted to
give UM-St. Louis a lead going into
halftime.
In the second half, UM-St. Louis
dominated as the Riverwomen held
Bellarmine to only five shots on goal
and recorded two goals on eight shots
to emerge victorious.
The two goals of the second half
were scored by Mclissa Timpe on a
pass from Melissa Papa off a free
kick and the third was registered by
Regan Dyro as she finished a rebound
off a shot that hit the goal post.
With the victory, the Riverwomen
earned a third place seed for the
GLVC TOllrnam~nt that will begin
Oct. 31 when UM-St. Louis hosts
Sill-Edwardsville in the first round
of the tournament. The winner of the
game will advance to the semifinals

to play the winner of the Quincy
UniversityfWisconsin
Parkside
match.
Previously, the Riverwomen
defeated SID-Edwardsville in a heated rivalry at home 2-1 in September.
All of the scoring was done in the
first half for both teams as Siemens
and Lindsay Jones scored for the
Riverwomen in the victory. The
Riverwomen's defense also held
SID-Edwardsville down in that game
as SID-Edwardsville was limited to
only seven shots for the entire contest.
The Riverwomen heading into the
tournament are 12-4-1 overall and
boast a 7-2-1 record within the conference.
AsIde from their no. 3 ranking in
the GLVC, the Riverwomen also
received recognition outside of their
conference. They are currently
ranked in the top five teams within
the Great Lakes Valley region. Teams
ahead of the Riverwomen are No. 1
nationally
ranked
Northern
Kentucky, Ashland University,
GLVC foe Wisconsin Parkside and
Mercyhurst (Pa.) College.
Senior Riverwomen Alania O'Donnell uses her head against the Northern Kentucky offense.

2001 Great Lakes Valley Conference Women's Soccer Tournament
7

Quincy

2

Wisconsin Parkside

3

UM-St. Louis

semi-finals

semi-finals

semi-finals

SlUE

4

St. Joseph's College

5

final

Northern Kentucky
6

Indianapolis

1

semi-finals
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Morse to take on former program
Fonner UMSL coach returns home, but not as a Rivenvoman

•

BY NICK BOWMAN

Sellior haifor

During the surnmer months, Saint
Louis University women's basketball
coach Jill Pizzotti brought Bobbi
Morse back to the Gateway City.
Morse, the former head coach of the
Riverwomen, was named selected by
Pizzotti to be on the 2001-2002
Billiken coaching staff. Her responsi-

bilities for the Billikens will primarily
include recruiting, scouting opponents
and working with post players.
Morse, who coached UM-St Louis
from 1989 to 19Q3. returns to the city
after selTing as an assistant coach at
the Uni\' ersity of Rhode Island for the
past two seasons.
"I'm excited to be able to bring
Bobbi back to the city of St Louis,"
Pizzotti said_ "She has a weaith of
experience both in recruiting and
coaching. She has maintained her contacts in the Midwest, and is familiar
with the recruits in this area. Bobbi is a
hard worker, and we are fortunate to
have someone with her vast experience on the staff."
After working in the college ranks
for nearly a decade, Morse served as
the only assistant coach under Angela
Beck with the American Basketball

League's San Jose Lasers for two seasons, helping guide the team to the
second round of the 1997-98 ABL
playoff _ A mon g the players she
worked with was tWO-lime Olympian
and former Sl.:mford AlI-Amelican
Jennifer Azzi.
Prior ( . j iniog the San Jo"e coaching talf, Mo
. pent eight years in
the college rank where she coached
six. current WNBA players_ Even more
impressive, her players achieved a 100
percent graduation rate. As an assistant
coach on Beck's swff at Nebraska,
Morse helped lead the Huskers to a 228 finish and reached the NCAA
Toumament in 1995 ..96. Nebra~ka flllished 19-11 in the 1996-n seaSL)Q,
nan'owly missing a second consecutive NCAA berth.
Recognized as an outstanding
recmiter, Morse over~aw Nebraska's

Rivennen soccer out of gas, post-season
most of their shots on goalkeeper
Adam Bamstead.
Staff Editor
With the loss, the Rivermen's
The Rivermen's soccer team record fell to 4-9-2 on the season and
dropped its third ganle in a row, this 1-7-2 in the GLVC.
Previously, the Rivermen dropped
time losing to Bellarmine University
3-0 and eliminated themselves from a pair of conference games on the road
inclusion to the Great Lakes Valley to
Northern
Kentucky
and
Conference Tournament at the same Indianapolis.
In the Northern Kentucky matchtime.
With a win, UMSL would have up, the Rivermen came out and talJied
took the last seed in the tournament, two frrst half goals on only four shots_
but it was not meant to be as The first goal came off the foot of
Bellarmine University defeated the Adam Bimslager on an assist from
Rivermen and clinched the final seed Kyende Bomlentar. The second goal
came less than seven minutes later as
in the toumament.
Bellarmine University recordecj the junior college transfer Jake Hopson
first goal of the contest at the 35:35 scored on an assist from Bimslager.
mark of the flrst half. They then
Northem Kentucky would then
recorded two more goals in the second rally in the second half and record
half to clinch the toumarnent berth and three goals in less than 16 minutes to
send the Rivermen to tenth place in the defeat the Rivermen and goalkeeper
Barnstead. The [mal game-winning
GLVC standings.
Bellarmine University outshot goal was scored with only two secUM-St. Louis 13-10, but made the . onds remaining in regulation. For the
BY DAVE KINWORTHY
..... ...... ,........... ..
.... ". , ... .................. ..

game, Northem Kentucky outshot tile
Rivermen 17-7, as they limited UMSt. Louis to only three-second halfshots
compared
to
Northern
Kentucky's 10.
In the second game of the road nip,
UM-St. Louis traveled to Indianapolis
and were defeated 5-2 to drop their
second road game in a row.
Indianapolis actually n-ailed twice
in the game as the Rivermen scored
the first and the third goals of the
game. The first for the Riverrnen was
scored by Kirt Spencer and the second
was by Alex Kertord on an assist from
Spencer. But Indianapolis would rally
behind four second half goals to defeat
the Rivermen. In the game,
Indianapolis outshot the Rivermen 26-

9. •
The Riverrnen played two games
over this past weekend to finish up
their season against Truman State and
Lincoln University.

recruiting efforts and played a major
role in 'igning one of the best recruiting c1.
in school histOlY in 1996.
She also handled scheduling and compliance duties in addition to her coaching responsibilities.
Morse h' been a hea I
cb ~ r
se en e ons compiling :J. 1.11- _
slate_ She served as head coach at
Kaskas.kia (m) Junior College from
1986-1989, where she posted a 70-25
mark, including a 30-4 m~u-k dUling
her tinal campaign. She then took the
head position at the University of
MissoUli-St. Louis for foUl- sensons,
recorcling 41 wins before moving onto
UMKC as an assistant coach in 1993.
Morse's collegiate playing career
began at Wahash Valley College.
where she is still the school's all-time
leading scorer and rebounder. She was
the captain of the women's basketball

•

Spor1S Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

team at Eastern IVlichigan, where
received a bachelor's degree in business in 1986. A native o f She1bulTI,
Ind_, MOise earned a master's degree
in spO!iS administration from the
United States Sports Acade my in
1991.
Morse and the Lady Billiken.~ will
take on the Riverwomen on Friday at
the Savvis Center.

UMSL Basketball Luncheon
St. Louis, MO - The UM-St. Louis of il~ strengths, after flnishing fu'st in
men's and women's basketball tearn the Great Lakes Valley Conference in
will hold a preseason luncheon on team defense last season, holding
Tuesday, October 30, at 12 noon, at the opponents to just 67.9 points per
Downtown Missouri Athletic Club.
game, including a 63-62 win over
Men's head coach Mark Bernsen national
Kentucky
champion
and women's head coach Shelly Wesleyan on the Rivernlen's home
Ethridge will both be in attendance at floor.
the event, which is open to the public.
The women's teanI is corning off its
Reservations for the event are required third consecutive winlling season, the
and can be made by contacting Donna first time in the school's history the
Carothers in the UM-St. Louis Alumni program has had ti1at many winning
Relations Office at x6453. Tickets for sea~ons in a row. Head coach Shelly
the event are $20 per person and $15 Ethridge returns six letterwinners,
for members of the UM-St. Louis including four starters, from last year's
Alumni Association.
squad that went 14-13 and finished
The men's team finished last season sixth in the Great Lakes VaJ[ey
with a 14-13 record, the first winning Conference. With some added new
season and most wins for the program players filling key roles on the team,
since the 1995-96 season. After a 12- the Riverwomen look to improve on
15 season in his [n-st year as head that finish and make a retum nip to the
coach, Mark Bemsen hopes to contin- NCAA TOUlnament after qualifying in
ue the improvement the team showed the 1999-2000 season.
last year, and do so with a new cast of
cOUliesy
of Todd
(release
players on the roster. The Rivermen . Addington, UM-St. Louis SID))
will again rely on team defense as one

LATEST Scoop
DAVE KINWORTHV

and financial backing to enable the
not care about themselves as a whole,
Rivelmen to succeed this·season.111e
rather as individuals trying to boost
their own statistics.
same goes for cunent head coach
When King anived, he ~built this
King, though. I cannot imagine what
team into a unit that actually produced
kind of recruiting spree King could
offensively. The last time I saw such . actually go on if he was allowed an
thunderous goals was when Tom
entire off-season to get the players he
Redmond was at the helm of the
needs to make a contender.
Rivermen's soccer team and they
PIior to the season, I thought there
were headed into their second straight
was no way that this year's Riverrnen
conference tOUlllament championship
would have any chance of winning
game. King has brought in quality
games. King aDd the Rivermen
recmits like Dave Seckman and
proved me wrong. They came out and
Adam Bimslager, two names you will
were aggressive offensively and pro-.
hear quite often next season and in
duced some excitement in another
seasons to come.
rebuilding year for the men 's soccer
It may seem like I despise [Olmer
progmm. Once this men's team
head coach Hannibal Najaar for tile
becomes established - which hopefulrecrui ts that he brought in last season,
ly will occur next season - they will
but Najaar clid everything in his
begin to fonn the basis of the future
power to work with what he could. He
generations of players who arrive at
was not given the time, preparation
Mark 1\VaiN. Just like the National

EDITOR
DAVE KINWORTHY

Rivermen soccer much better t han reco d
With the men's soccer team failing
to advance to the Great Lakes Valley
Conference tournament this season,
people seem to question the character
and heart of the Ri vermen. With a horrible season last year, I applaud the
effOlt that Dan King and his coaching
staff have done over the course of the
year.
It would have been really easy to
be content with only a few wins like a
year ago, and just not care going into
the season, but King and the
Rivermen's soccer team have done
everything that I clid not seedone last
season. They play with true tenacity
and a heart to win.
The Rivermen's record currently is
4-9-2 overall, but those four wins and
the two ties alone tell a story. Last season, those games would have been
losses without question. The team did

Iii

Championship team of 1973 the team
has to show it is capable before it can
begin to build a dynasty.
'
Look at what Lewis University has
done, for example. They have built
their men's soccer tearn ioto the No.1
nationally-ranked team. Let alone
being "the Great Lakes Valley
Conference champions, the Lewis
men have established themselves.
They did what the Northcm Kentucky
women's soccer teams of past have
done, They got good recruiting aud
built a basis for futUl'e players to go
by. They don't want to h)se, and neitiler does King and the Rivermen's
staff.
I applaud the Rivenncn's efforts
for this season. The future looks
bright, and the team is tinally heading
in the right direction.
BASEBALLiI!

THIS

WEEK
Basket a ll
2
SLU
at Savvis Center
Women 5:30 p.m.

Soccer
GLVC

TOUR

31
SlUE
Women 7 p.m.

Volleyball
30
at Quincy

7 p.m.

2
Bellarmine

7 p.m.

3
Kentucky Wesleyan

1 p.m.

log onto

www.umsl.edu/
services/athletics
for the latest sports news
and information
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'Tortilla Soup' is a spoonful of sugar
BY' CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
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All the characters'

·EDITOR
. C ATHERINE

MARQUiS-HOMEYE R
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stories blend
together to make

..... ... .

A&E Editor
phon e : 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

a stew that is
funny, warm, and
unexpected.

A&E
Campus
Calendar

EVENTS

November
1-2
The Seventh Annual "What is

film ' Tortilla Soup" is an appetizfilm in several ways. The film
with gorgeous mouth-watering
of the preparation of a
Mexican meal, shot in the
most vivid and appealing way,
piquing your appetite for more and
laying the table for the feast to come.
Sequences focused on cooking and
splendid meals pepper this tale of a
chef and his three daughters. And the
tale is as appealing as the food.
The three daughters all live under
the roof of their father's house and
somewhat under his traditionalist
thumb. Gathering around the dinner
table for Dad's Sunday feast is a family ritual, and sometimes it is the
occasion for announcements and confrontations.
The dynamic of the relationships
between the daughters (and of each
daughter with their widower father) is
as spicy as the food laid deliciously
before them. The oldest daughter,
Leticia (Elizabeth Penal, is a dour and
tightly-wound teacher who is very
involved ""rith her new-found religion.
Herrigid manner is a sharp contrast to
the middle daughter Cannen
(Jacqueline Obradors), a successful
and beautiful businesswom,m who
lives a much more fast-paced life. The
youngest daughter is teenager
Maribel (Tamara Mello), who often
tries to persuade her warring sisters
and emotional father to just keep
things light The center of this boiling
pot is their father, Martin Naranjo
(Hector Elizondo). who sometimes
simmers things down - and sometimes stirs them up.
This English-language film is really a rema.lce of "Eat Drink Man
Woman," the succes ful Chinese-language film by director Ang Lee, who
also directed "CrQuching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon." Lee is not the director here. but he gets some credit for
the selipt in the movie credits. Often

. ~

"

.

.'

.

" .

Leticia (Elizabeth Pena), Carmen (Jacqueline
bonding moment in 'Torilla Soup.'

when a film is remade in English, generally to appeal to American audiences, much of the beauty or strength
of the original is lost, but that is not the
case here, For 'Tortilla Soup," director
Maria Ripoli recast the tale with an
American Hispanic family in the U.S.
and the story was re-written into a
lighter, more comic vein. Surprisingly,
the resulting film is actually more
appealing than the original in many
ways.
The acting is marvelous, and the
story is full of surprises. The ensemble
acting of the family group is great, and
each character sparkles in tum as the
focus of the story shifts from father to
each daughter and back. All the characters' stories blend together to make a
stew that is funny, warm, and unex-

Obrado~s)

and Maribel (Tamara Mello) share a sister

pected. Elizabeth Pena is especially
appealing as the repressed Leticia,
who's life is turned upside down by
the events that unfold, as is Hector
. Elizondo who watches over his daughters like the pots in his kitchen, while
his own issues simmer beneath the surface.
Besides the excellent lead players,
there are standout supporting actors. '
Raquel Welch is just splendid as
Hortensia, the neighbor 's mother who
comes to visit. Welsh, who really is
partially Hispanic, must have relished
playing this middle-aged seductress,
since she plays her with such verve
and broad comedy. Equally comic and
channing in an offbeat way is Paul
Rodriquez, as Orlando, the baseball
coach at Leticia's school. Another

"

sparkler is Nikolai Kinski, son of the
great German actor Klaus Kinski, who
plays Andy, Maribel's Argentinean
boyfriend.
And then there's the food. Not only
is this a good story with strong characters, but every few scenes, you are
treated to the most exquisite photography of kitchen technique and appealing ingredients, which reinforces what
they say in the food industry: that the
eye-appeal of the food is the most
important thing in stimulating the
appetite. Just watching these beautiful
platters being prepared and laid out on
the table is a sensory feast that makes
this film enjoyable on its own, Just be
sure you buy that big popcorn when
you go see it, 'cause you' re going to
get hungry.'

:

i •.

Jack the Ripper visits 'From Hell'

:: City: Presenting Urban
Life" lectures will be held in
room 12.6 of the J. C. Penny
Building from 9:00 a.m. -

4:30 p.m. on Nov. 1 and
f rom 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
on Nov. 2. Admission is free
and open to the public. The
event is sponsored by the
Center for Humanities and
the UM-St. Louis Continuing
Education and Outreach
program.

5
Monday Noon Series.
Sculptor Arnold Nadler will
give a lecture about his
work, displayed in Gallery

210, at noon in room 229 of
the

J.e.

Penny Building. The

event is free. The Monday
Noon Series is sponsored by
the Center for Humanities.

8
A Jazz Ensemble Concert
will take place in Room 205
of the Music Building at
noon. The event is free.

BY CATHERINE
M ARQUiS-HOMEYER

................................... ,.........................

taJ! Editor
The stylish mystery "From Hell"
resurrects the ghost of Jack the Ripper
just in time for Halloween, in a film
that has a dark, gorgeous, haunting
look and the atmospheric presence of a
London fog . The film is mysterious
and generally entertaining; with a look
at the time·s that is both dark and eerie.
In 1888, the 'Jack the Ripper' mystery filled the newspapers and gripped
the public with terror as this serial
. killer gruesomely executed five
London prostitutes and finally eluded
capture, leaving a mystery that
remains unsolved and an imprint on
the popular psyche. Johnny Depp
plays London police inspector
Fredrick Abberline, assigned to the
case of Jack the Ripper.
Abberline is a man with his own set
of problems, including an acquaintance with opium and strange,
prophetic dreams. Discovery of the
first murder makes clear to the inspector and his assistant Peter Godley
(Robbie Coltrane) that they are not
dealing with the usual local thugs and
pimps. Yet when the lower-class
inspector tries to bring this detail to the
attention of his upper-class superior,
he is met with a wall of non-cooperation and class prejudice.
The inspector's investigation
blings him into contact with a group of
prostitutes who were friends of the
first victim, including a striking redhead named Mary Kelly (Heather
Graham). Since they are unaware of
the details of her death, they tell
Abberline that this is no ordinary murder, they share a belief that a local
group of thugs are behind the killing.

Johnny Depp stars in 'From Hell'

Although her friends are unwilling to
cooperate with the police, Mary Kelly
agrees to work with the inspector. He
is also helped by a retired surgeon, Sir
William Gull (Ian Holmes), as they
uncover clues in the case.
The film is· directed by brothers
Allen and Albert Hughes, whose previous works include "Menace n
Society" and ''Dead Presidents." Their

previous work in gritty urban realism
infuses this Victorian tale with an
unblinking look at the poverty and
class divisions of the era. Yet this is a
stylish rather than a realistic film, and
the urban squalor is couched in terms
of half-lit red and black sets and some
haunting digital graphic effects that
permeate the violence in the story. The
haunting look of the film will certainly raise the visibility of this already
well-regarded directing team.
Johnny Depp handles the London
lower-class accent well, and tums in a
nicely poignant perfonnance as the
troubled inspector. Heather Graham is
adequate as Mary Kelly. Comedian
Robbie Coltrane, (in a rare dramatic
role that he still infuses with a biting
wit) gives a really head-turning petformance. The gifted Ian Holm, as Dr.
Gull, is outstanding, as always.
The story is adapted from the
exhaustively researched graphic novel
by Alan Moore, which conclu~es with
his own take on who the Ripper really
was. Boiling down the long detailed
novel to a tw(}-hour movie is huge
task, and the Hughes brothers aren't
entirely successful in this transition.
There is a change in tone - the novel is
much grittier than this film, but the
lush look of the film complements the
attractiveness of its stats without
undermining the mystery.
. Most of this fIlm is really good but
things fall apart towards the end, making it a near miss instead of a .great
fIlm. The film has been compared to
other mysteries like "Seven," .and that
is a valid, comparison, although this
[lim deals with the violence in a more
. symbolic rather than graphic manner.
\Vhile it is an entertaining film, the
near-miss for greatness is a shame.

JoneaJ
Joplin as
Lear in
King Lear
at the

'King lear' rules the stage
I

BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

StaJ! Editor
.The newest play to open at the
Repertory Theater of St Louis, in
Webster Groves, is surely the jewel of
the season: Shakespeare's "King
Lear."
Often
regarded
as
Shakespeare's greatest drama, the
tragic and violent tale stars the incom~
parable Joneal Joplin as Lear.
The story is One of arroga.'nce and
foolishness in old age, as King Lear
decides to divide his kingdom among
his three daughters and step down
. from the throne to a life of comfort in
the houses of his devoted daughters.
The imperious king commands his
daughters to declare their love for him
and two of them, Regan and Gonen!,
shower him with superlatives which
he deludes himself into taking at face
value.

When the third daughter, his
favorite Cordelia, balks at this false
show and answers truthfully, he banishes her as an ungrateful child, setting
the stage for tragedy and the voyage of
self-discovery that follows.
The Rep's production is one of
their best I've seen. The lines of this
play are remarkable and timeless, and
. the range demanded of the actors by
the roles is exhausting, but the Rep's
casting matches the material.
.
In the play, Lear goes on a physical
and a psychological journey, from
heaven to purgatory and back As he
does, Lear's (Joplin's) physical appearance and body language transform.
The character goes from haughty confidence to madness to clarity, done by
.
Joplin with grace and style.
Even though the focus is on
Joplin's Lear, every role has a beauty,
see KING Lt::AR, page 8

Halloween comes with plenty of appealing spooky sweets
MOV~E MARQUEE

CATHERINE
ARQUIS-HOMEVER

Well, Halloween is here, and I
know I'm not the only one who counts
it as a favOlite holiday. Maybe it's the
theater of the costumes, as the trees
also wrap themselves in vivid colors,
and the chance to appear as something
completely different from yourself, '
just as nature 's showy fall garb is totally different from the restful green of
summer.
Besides the usual haunted houses
and costume parties, there are
Halloween-themed treat~ at the theaters, and on stage.
. The top Halloween film has to be
the current retelling of the Jack the

Ripper tale, "From HelL" This film, also suits the'season.
the psychological thriller 'The Deep
starring Johnny Depp, has a stylish
Just around the comer from End," and the comic and strangely
look and Gothic feel that makes it just Halloween, the St. Louis International poignp.nt "Hedwig and the Angry
right for the season of ghouls, and is an Film Festival is set to arrive in early Inch," a film likely to remind you of
entertaining tale along with the season- November, bringing more treats after . the cult film "Rocky Horror." Clearly,
al look. Another dark and forbidding the candy com is all gone.
the independent films are dominating
tale is the mysterious "Mulholland
Fall is probably a good time to start here, as the mainstream blockbusters
Drive," a dark and beautiful film that to look back ,!U the year's fi1ms. For a like "Pearl Harbor" and "Planet of the
will please and challenge serious film year that started out so poorly for Apes" have largely fallen flat.
fans. Fans of both writer/director movies, things are now looking better. Recently, the array of excellent films
David Lynch's "1\vin Peaks" and this , The strikingly original "Memento" has expanded to include the mysteriyear's film "Memento" will especially and weirdly channing "Moulin ous "Mulholland Drive" and the eleenjoy this' haunting tale. On stage the Rouge" have been joined by a number gant thriller "From Hell."
Repertory Theater of St. Louis offers of good films. Among these films,
Despite a few shortcomings, "From
the Shakespearean tragedy "King (some still at theaters) are the mar- Hell" is the one mainstream film in
Lear," a marvelous production that velous darkly comic "Ghost Wodd," this group, a tribute to its filmmakers.

Late season comedies have yielded
some successful results in the silly but
funny "Zoolander" and the equally
silly and funny "Jay and Silent Bob
Strike Back." The mainstream seems '
to do better in the realm of comedy, if
you can call Kevin Smith and Ben
Stiller mainstream.
Now we're getting into the period
of the serious big films, as studios
release their holiday Oscar contenders.
Locally, we also have the St. Louis
Film Festival with its feast of films to
savor. We'll see if the mainstream
movies can catch up to this year's late
.
crop of awesome indie filins..
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UM·St. L.ouis students,' faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

I. , Itta

You KIJow
FOOLING,.

(314)
516·5316
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Othen/lise, classified aduI!11ising is $10 for 4() words or less in straight te:a j0177zat. sOld and CAPS letters are free, All
classifieds must be prepaid by check, money ordl!1' or credit card. Deadline is lbursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication.
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Wanted
Energetic, reliable parking
attendants for downtown
parking lot, garage and
special events. Flexible hours,
good pay, PT 1FT. Call CitiPark
at 314-241-1918. EOE.
Work From Home
$500-$1,500/Mo. PT

~

..

$2,000-$6,000/Mo.

IT

Call 816-374-5880.

Tutor Wanted
I need a tutor who is familiar
with Numerical Analysis
(Math 323). Contact me at
314-516-7550 or
asma78@hotmail.com
Want a part.time job
that's close to UMSL?
25-30 hours a week. Front
Desk Clerk at automotive
repair shop. MUST have
excellent customer service
skills ft ability to multi-task.
Call Branden at 314-427-5212
8am to 6pm M-F.
Bartenders
Can make over $250 per shift!
No Experience Necessary.
1-800-509-3630 ext. 127.
Whistle Stop Frozen
Custard
Now hiring daytime help.
11-3 M-F. Close to campus.
Fun working environment.
Apply in person. #1 Carson
Rd., Ferguson. Call 521-1600.
Ask for Manann.

.

..

Sublease Two Bedroom
Apartment
for ONLY $420/mo now!
(originally $499/mo, renew
date July 27, 2002). Heating,
cold and hot water are FREE;
new fridge, gas stove, alc,
carpets, ceiling fans. Lucas
Hunt Village. Relisted due
to the time-wasters.
(314) 458 8384.
Room for Rent
Large Bedroom.
Washer I Dryer. 7 miles from
campus. 2.5 Acres. Nice.
$400/mo. Including utilities ft
phone. Call Bryan
Westmoreland@ 636-677-3930
or brythunder@aol.com

#1 Spring Break
Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
and Florida. Book Early ft
get free meal plan. Earn cash
ft Go Free! Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com

1973 Volkswagen Beetle
Runs good, some rust, silver,
needs new interior. $1,000.
Please call 314-353-5690 .

WANTED
Production
Assistant

to
layout
newspaper
using
QuarkXPress
For more information
or to apply, contact
Steve at 516-6810.

.

Chrome Wheels
Quantity 4 - 16x7.
Limited Double 3's. Fits
Universal 5 Lug Pattern.
Includes Lugs, Locks, ft Tires.
BF Goodrich P205/55R16
$700 - OBO. 314-640-5592 .
Moving Sale
I am moving in December and
I have some items for sale.
Please call me at
314-524-3161 or e-mail me at
AAAS055@hotmail.com if you
are interested or have any
questions.
3 Floor Lamps
Black. Excellent condition.
$8 each. Sony 100 watt
receiver $45. Contact Jay
314-550-6255 ..
Wooden Kitchen Table
and 6 chairs $60. Wooden
Dresser with 6 drawers $35.
Call Tracey @ 314-849-9874.
Got an old trumpet
stashed away in your
basement?
Don't really plan on ever
using it again? Why not sell it
to someone who can get
some use out of it and make
a few bucks for yourself in
the process? Sound like you?
Call Tom @ 739-0711 .
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Have a
news tip?
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DISCOUNT AIRFARES AVAILABLE FOR
STUDENT AND FACULTY TRAVEL
I can offer the best discounted intemational
and domestic fares available.

CALL TODAY!

Call The

Current's
newsroom.
516-51 74

I

EFFORT

Lyn Smith
314·997-3382

, Frontenac Travel

Iyn.frontenactvl .wspan.com

Discounts Available

Free Email Deliverv

Need A Phonecard?
go to:

www.best41essphonecards.com
All Maj or Credit Car ds Ac cepted

Lincoln Continental
1992. Dark Blue. Good
condition. $3300. Call
314-516-7906.

We ' 11 give you ft'ee cds and concert pa sses .
'91 Geo Storm
5 Speed, AIC, Sunroof. Runs
great, good gas mileage.
$950 OBO. 427-7548.

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE Travel,
Drinks, Food, and Parties with
the Best DJ's and celebrities

~

Spring Break 2002
Travel with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
or Florida. Promote trips
on"campus to earn cash and
free trips.
Information / Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

Spring Break 2002
Ca-ncun, Jamaica, Barbados,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Padre
and Florida. FREE MEALS!
Limited time!! FREE Parties,
Drinks and Exclusive Events!
Organize, small group and
Travel FREE! Visit
www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com
1-800-426-7710.

Wanted! Spring
Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants to
send you on Spring Break to
Cancun, the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! Party with the most
people from around the
country. To find out how,
call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
sales@suncoastvacations.com

.

in' Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas.
Go to studentcity.com, call
1-800-293-1443 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com to
find out more.

'90 Mazda Miata
Runs great, lots of new parts.
Have fun. Get ATIENTION.
Contact: Andres 314-369-3795
or 314-439- 5765.

Honda Accord
'91 EX. Warranty for 40,000
miles. Bought in August 2001.
New radiator. Warranty for
3yrs. Auto, PS, air, cassette,
AM/FM. $4500. Call Yaseen
Al-Lawati @ 314-609-9917.
Car for Sale
Auto. 4 DR, AM/FM, PS, Tape
Player, 106k. Call 524-6192 or
bmontri@hotmail.com

1992 Mercury Sable
Automatic 4 Dr, PS, PB,
power windows ft locks,
AM/FM, tape player, 100k
miles. Very good condition.
$2600 OBO. Call David @
x6126 o~ (314)434-8194.

New St. Louis area
based literary magazine
is putting out its premier
issue in December, 2001 &
needs writers! Please e-mail
chaos@tetranet.net for more
information. Put "Reflections"
in your subject line.
THAI NIGHT 2001
Delicious Thai food, culture
dance, etc. November 10 at
6:00 p.m. Century Room
(MSC). Tickets are limited.
For more information go to
www.umsl.edu/ -thailand

'SS S·10
, 60,000 on Motor. 35,000 on
Trans. Lowered. Custom
candy paint. Many extras.
Show winner. Must see.
$6,000 OBO. Call Les at
618-538-5030 or 618-9n-3513.

Rocket Arm·
How is your studying coming
along? I hope you become a
good liar soon. Yes sir! See
you at the boats.

1kt~X

e~ofll~x

:iJeIia ~ fihe Ie,
~ tIw /vew 1t1~ ifn V/a/i 200 f
PATTI CA6TELLO

PORTIA LANE

SARAH DIMMITT

ELIZABETH

HEATHER

MATOU6HEK

FINKENKELLER

LAU RA M OU NT6

ROBYN FOR6TER

CARIE O'CONNELL

DIANA GAMIL

KATIE SCHMITZ

CA661E GIAIMO

CHRI6TlNE VANHORN

ERICA KEMPER

NICHOLE WHOBREY
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Remedy brings
good news_ and
$ound to' Jitters

Current

SCIENCE COLUMN

A single human is not human at a1l

.Philip said the words are the only
.......... , .....................................
reason they play at all. When asked if
StaJfWriter

BY KELLI SOLT
,

he felt a calling to fmm the band he
Remedy, a Christian rock group, answered "Music is just a tool to get
jammed at Jitters, the new south cam~ across a message, we are to preach the
pus coffee shop Oct 19. Preaching the Gospel and music is the way we do
gospel rock 'n' roll style, the Zacbs it" It was solidified in his heart to use
have strengthened their family ties music as the medium at age 13 but "If
God said not to play music tomorrow
touring Midwest cities.
The Zachs, Omaha natives, are I would just stop," he saici
more than a group - they are family.
In addition to a powerful message
They are four talented brothers: the band showcased their ability to
Daniel, 23, on drums; David, 22, on jam Each bro had a chance to show
lead ele<:tric guitar and keyboard; hls stuff during long music interludes.
Philip, 20, on bass; and Paul, 17, on Their music carried a deep, fast beat
guitar. They have been perfonning for thanks to quick rhythms on the kit by
six years and have two self-titled Daniel, and funky bass lines by Philip.
releases. Their sister Barbara, 25, is David's lead eie<:tric carried the
the sound tech, and Elizabeth, 15, is a melody and after a string broke on his
stagehand.
first guitar his second one in line added
Vocals were loud, soul driven, and distortion to the mix. He interchanged
harmonious, all the brothers sang with keyboard and skillfully pounded
except for Daniel - he was singing, out rapid rolls of rock chords. The
too; he just didn't have a microphorie. (youngest and barefoot) Paul played
The lyrics are what drive this .solid and added a "Spanishy" scale run
group and the words cut to the soul. during one fill-in.
The band was on in its first stop
The lyrics are poetically intertwined
with biblical verses, and the main headed to Chicago, Bloomington, and
charaCter is Jesus. Songs titled Champaign to finish the weekend tour
"Desert Flood," "Behind the Skies," playing in other coffee shop settings.
and' "Martyr Song," carried a deeper The two CDs are available from the
message than typical garage grunge or email addyremedycd@hotrnail.com.
pop rock. "FIre in Our Eyes" was .
During a break in the performance,
powerful and well versed with hard- UM-St. Louis student Christine
core · lytical delivery about con- Klemp shared her testimony about life
fronting sin: "For there's a flame filled with no discipline or guidance
that's in my eye and so I'll stand / that led her down a path to near
They overcame and so can I by the destruction. Overcoming drugs, alcohol, and a life with no direction, she
blood of the Lamb."
David writes most of the lyrics, but accredits her ability to attend UM-St
Philip wrote "Cleft," a song about the Louis this year to the work that God is
glory of Christ and his power to doing in her life.
change people: "I want to live for you
Business student Jake Linquist
so change me like you do so they can read from the Bible about Jesus' birth,
see your glory."
death, and power that comes from the
cross. He said '1 have never been happier in my life since I began
to follow Jesus." He also
stressed that in the times we
are living it is important to
confess and accept Jesus as
your personal savior.
The
basement
of
Bellerive Hall, where the
event wa~ held, was not the
best spot for acoustics, but
the all-ages audience of
about thirty did not seem to
mind. The event was sponsored by Bible Study, which
is held on campus on
Wednesdays. Shara, RA of
Bellerive, helped fmd space
for the event with assistance
from Residential life director Kimberly Allen.

"

MUSiC 1S

just a tool to get

across a message,

we are to preach the

Gospel and music
is the way we

do it. "

October 291 2001

gence. even the 3bility to solve probkms, which is highly valued in sodety. Some of Maturana's critics argue
that he is not crediting people for their
individual accomplishments, such as
scientific discoveries.
An interesting thoughtex.periment
may explain Maturana's position;
imagine a human born alone without
social interaction and communication with others. What
could this human learn?
Assuming that this
slmrives the dangers in his or
her world and survives to
maturity, what kind of mind
would this person have? It is
easy to imagine that this person would learn the basics of
survival, but not much more,
since there would be no guidance with which to filter experiences in their environment.
Humans are fast learners
because we watch other pe0ple encounter their environments and we learn from our
observations as well as from
our own experiences. The
development of a person
raised without interaction
would be severely funjted,
and we might expect them to
formulate unreliable assumptions about nature based on
their gut reactions and limited
experiential environment.
What do people learn without the influence of others?
There are not many examples
of true self-learning. Even
reading is a form of timedelayed communication, in
which we learn from the past
thoughts of other people. If we
were to completely isolate
ourselves from the influence
of others we would not even
be able to read. Almost everything we
learn comes from our interactions, or
from reading or hearing the thoughts
of others. There is almost always a
social component to learning that
increases our ability to absorb and
understand new information. In the
history of the human species, our
ocial behuyior may have been the
most important factor in developing
our culture. Communication enabled
us to build relationships, and coordinate our behavior so that we could
create complex societies.
The way that humans usually
behave is rooted in the way that
behavior changes throllgh social
interactions. A human who had never

been around.others would not behave
in the way that we expect humans to
behave. This person would not seem
to be human at all, but would act
more like a solitary prllnate, reacting
with fear to most aspects of human
society. Speaking about ant sociality,
Harvard entomologist Edward O.
WIlson once stated that a single anUs

A human who had

creature
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ompared to most mammals,
humans are highly sociaL We
have evolved to be social
creatures and our culture has formed
around our tendency to congregate
and live in tight-knit societies.
A few weeks ago I wrote an article
for this column called 'The Science
Of Love," discussing the research of
Chilean
biologist
Humberto
Maturana which states that human
society is based on love. Maturana
believes that love is what allows us to
form social relationships and therefore is what has enabled us to develop our complex. society.
One of the most controversial of
Maturana's conclusions was his definition of intelligence. Maturana
claimed that human intelligence is
primarily defined as the ability to
form relationships, or rather a person's ability to perform activities that
lead to the formation of social bonds.
Maturana belie es that people
have the same basic level of intelligence when it comes to the formation
of social relationships. TIlls intelligence allows us to coordinate our
behaviors with others and to coordinate our language into whill we call
conversations. This ability for coordination allows us to form social relationships with other humans.
Most people believe that intelligence varies widely between people,
but this refers to "problem-solving
intelligence: like the ability to solve
math problems or recall a piece of
trivia for a certain: question. M aturana
believes that probJem- <lIving ability
hould be considered i1 minor facet of
intelligence and that the major determinant of intelligence is the ability to
coordinate behavior with others to
engage in social behavior.
Maturana believes that social
behavior is the origin of all intelli-

never been around
others would not
behave in the way
that we expect
humans to behave.
This person would
not seem to be
human at all, but
would act more like
a solitary primate,
reacting with fear to
most aspects of
human society.
really no ant at all. What he meant
was that when an ant is alone it doesn't act like an ant in the colony.
Sometimes single ants won't even
gather food for themselves or attempt
to keep themselves . alive without
influence from other ants. For a single
ant, there is no life outside the colony.
This is similar to hunlan behavior.
Humans raised in isolation have died
simply from lack of interaction and
love, even when they receive all the
nutrients and calories needed. Even
adult humans who are raised in a normal manner often develop severe
physical or psychological disorders in
the absence of regular interaction. It
seems \pat a single human is not real-
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EDUCATION , from page 3
required to bring a 22-inch long bush Guadalcanal and Malaita Although
knife. The students used the knives the Harmons felt safe on Santa Isabel
Jar everything from clearing out a Island, their letters home reveal the
-path in the rain forest to sharpening dangers going on nearby.
. "We heard there was some major
their pencils.
"Every kid would bring his knife damage done to a secondary school
and we' d che<:k them off," Harmon which was evacuated, lots of houses
explained. 'They'd have them under- being burned and a few deaths,"
neath their desks for the rest of the Harmon wrote during the conflict.
day."
At the same time, she attempted to
The Harmons found a peaceful reassure her family that she and her
existence on Santa Isabel Island. husband were safe.
"We are far from that conflict here
Each island in the Solomon chain has
a distinct culture and customs. " on our little Island, so do not fret too
However, ethnic tensions flared much," she writes later. "Our Peace
. between the nearby islands of Corps director is very concemed with

our safety, so if anything threatening Corps ended abruptly, Harmon values
occurs here in the Solomons, he will the experience.
get us out of here in no time."
"It's the yardstick by which you
By June 2000, the conflict proved measure the rest of your life,"
to be too dangerous for the volunteers Harmon said, paraphrasing at;Jother
to remain on the Solomons. While volunteer.
assessing the danger, Peace Corps
In addition, Harmon can see a time
officials evacuated Harmon and the where she might become a Peace
other volunteers to Papua, New Corps volunteer again, perhaps later
Guinea. After two weeks, they sent in life, working to train other volunthe volunteers home. Despite the teers.
"I definitely would do it again,"
close ties they had developed with the
people of Santa Isabel Island, the she said. "I think it would be a totally
Hannons were not allowed to tell the different experience at that point. It
. would be fun to kind of come
islanders they were leaving.
Although her time with' the Peace arounci"

ly human at all, like a single ant tis not
really an ant. A single human cannot
behave in a normal way W~th0ut
social interaction. In a profoood way,
human behavior is social behavior.
The accomplishments of h1lJIlaEl cultureare the accomplishments of
social beha'l'ior. The documentation
of human history in books and papers
reflects the accomplishment ·
of humans using their minds
collectively to attain a ,common goal. Ideas like religions
and scientific theories gather
believers and become a kind
of "thought collective."
The entire human population is built of these thought
colle<:tives, and the activity of
the world's thouglilt collectives creates a global netwoI1k
that encompasses the whole of
humanity as one collective
mind. The power of the
human mind does not lie in
the cognitive capacity of a single human, or even the
thoughts of "great" thinkers.
People famed for their
remarkable intellects and abilities to think in creative ways
did not act alone in their discoveries.
The mental constructs created by these thinkers were
built on the thoughts of others,
all the way back to when
bands of hunter-gatherers
came together to share stories
of their experiences, and created the first human culture
and philosophy.
Some believe that human
beings are responsible for
great discoveries, but even
when a single person is
responsible for the most ,complete fOImulation of an idea,
that person did not create the idea on
his own. Without the benefit of
sociility the great discoveries wouid
never have been made. The power of
human society lies in our oollective
activity, not in the activity of single
human brains. Each human is just as
much a part of the fabric (j)f humanity
as they are single organisms. We are
as much like cells in agigantic brain
as each of our brains are complete in
their own thoughts. If we accept this
aspect of our culture, we may find
ways to appreciate ' more fully how
much we rely on each other as much
as we appreciate how each of us can
be responsible for greatness in our
own lives.
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ground action in six 'Palestinian March 14.
towns, Ram said. He stressed the
Terry Williams, who is the senior
need for the United States and the coordinator of the E. Desmond Lee
world to realize that the fight against Global Ethnic Collaborative at UMterrorism is an ongoing battle.
st. Louis, said that the series has been
Ram pledged Israeli support for very successful in the past and has
U.S. efforts to fight terrorism, includ- fostered a good relationship between·
ing sharing expertise on seCurity sys- the university and the Jewish comtems and policies.
munity of St. Louis. He said that,
Regarding Israel, Ram said, given the size of the Jewish commu"Eventually, the main goal is to nity in St Louis and its interest in
arrive at a peaceful solution. We are education, it is a natural partnership.
fighting for peace."
The Center fm International
The next speaker in the Israel Studies sponsors other cultural
series, which is in its third year, will . series, including hish, Mexican and
be Dr. Peter Raven, who will present Greek A listing .of upcoming events
a program on the ecology of Israel on is featured on their web site.
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from Dale' Hodges as the Fool to Todd
Cerveris as the treacherous and sarcastic Oswald to Pamela Nyberg as the
swaggering Goneril, to. mention only a
few of the wonderful performances.
Additionally, the staging of the action is
gripping and done on the grandest scale . .
The Rep's curtainless thrust stage
requires a set that can serve many purposes.
Instead of the bare-stage
approach that so · many cost-consCious
theaters take, the Rep ' consistently
offers a setting that is visually stunning,
remarkably creative, and surprisingly
flexible, "King Lear" is no exception to
this. The stage surface is covered. with
dirt; and illuminated by lighting filtered
through a looming wall of large Win. dowpanes at the back of the stage. The
manipulation of lighting and fog, and
the use of some pyrotechnics, create the
transitions from interior to exterior,
from clear day to stormy night.
The faintly Central-Asian look of
the costumes and the bare dirt of the
stage suggest to us the Medieval
steppes of Russia, but the references to
British-place names undermines this
sense of place. Although the tale is
about a man dividing his kingdom
among his children, the lack of specific
place and time makes it as easy to see
this kingdom as a modem family busi"
ness as it is to see as a medieval fiefdom.
This production of King Lear is so
perfect that no fan of theater, no matter
how casual, and no student with even
the slightest interest in literature, should
miss it. As for fans of Shakespeare, this
experience is sublime.
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